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ABSTRACT

Introduction The current under-reporting of medical device malfunctions, difficulties with the current system and absence of continuous good-quality data has removed the possibility for constant data interrogation and trend recognition to identify evolving issues. This research used end user experiences aiming to understand causes for the lack of data and knowledge on device performance and associated patient risks. This approach was used to identify existing barriers and methods for improvement.

Methods This is a qualitative study involving semistructured interviews and surveys with clinicians (15 interviews, 39 surveys) and manufacturers (13 interview participants, 5 surveys). Multiple sources of recruiting were used. Data collected were thematically analysed. Interview results were used to design the surveys. Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research was used.

Results Medical device use is based on personal experience rather than evidence which is scarce. Multiple barriers to reporting were identified alongside patient safety and system related aspects. Furthermore, the acceptable level of error was variable as were effects on working practice. Many workarounds have been developed to overcome problems and have become normalised in daily work. These factors were found to have a limiting impact on improvements and learning. Greater system transparency, feedback on submitted reports, a more efficient system of reporting and better communication with manufacturers were reported as some of the required improvements.

Conclusions This study has identified numerous complex issues affecting reporting of medical device performance and their subsequent effect on patient safety and clinical staff. The focus on incidents has created many limitations to learning and development. The rich experience of end users should be appropriately used to identify system weaknesses and seek improvement methods. Better communication methods should be developed between healthcare and MedTech (Medical Technologies) industry.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

⇒ Currently there are concerns about systems in place for acquiring data on medical device (MD) performance.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

⇒ The study takes an end user approach to identify the root of the problems leading to system deficiencies and lack of data on device performance. It improves knowledge understanding on the existing system. The study also explores improvement methods as per device end users and manufacturers of devices.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY

⇒ The study findings can be used in further research on improving the system of MD performance reporting and improving data gathering.

INTRODUCTION

The medical device (MD) market has over 500 000 products belonging to 10 000 generic groups.1 2 Currently, there are 4140 MD companies in UK (99% of which are small to medium enterprises) with a combined turnover of £27.6 billion.3 MDs are implicated in a significant number of adverse events.4 The last publicly available report from Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) in 2013, reported 14819 adverse event reports including 4955 serious injuries and 309 deaths.5 Lack of reports on ‘near misses’ leads to lack of data for event analysis.6 7 Lalani et al reviewed the Manufacturer and user Facility Device experience database managed by Food and Drug Administration over a 20-year period and identified 290 141 reports stating serious injury or death.8 Another report stated 1.7 million injuries and 80 000 deaths possibly linked to MDs between 2008 and 2017.9

MDs are diverse, and their increased complexity has brought a high risk for error. Between 2005 and 2012 John Hopkins Hospital (USA) incurred US$75.3 million in settlement costs and legal fees in relation to MDs.10 It is recognised that poor usability is a common cause of device-associated errors. Being able to evaluate and predict patient safety in relation to device use is a critical step in error reduction by either redesign or staff training.11–13

Currently, manufacturers report directly to the MHRA on any safety concerns raised to them. End users of MDs (clinical teams, patients) officially report concerns through
the incident reporting system (Datix) which feeds into national data managed by National Reporting and Learning System (NRLS). NRLS is recognised to have many deficiencies.\textsuperscript{14, 15} The biggest criticism of NRLS is that its approach to data is ‘wide and shallow’, hence not allowing for in-depth analysis.\textsuperscript{14} Considerable work has been carried out with a resulting Patient safety Incident Management System\textsuperscript{15} currently under development. Literature by National Health System (NHS) Improvement shows this to be an improvement in comparison to NRLS. The question whether this incident reporting system can overcome the complexity of the existing problems with MDs, however, remains a valid one.

The recently published Cumberlege report\textsuperscript{16} brought further evidence to the lack of knowledge on informed decision making for both clinicians and patients on surgical procedures, devices and medications. Concerns were raised over the safety of the system in relation to the use of new MDs and techniques. Substantial revision of the reporting system was recommended to create a more transparent and user friendly system.\textsuperscript{16}

In the current regulatory framework, the acceptable level of risk related to a device is determined by device manufacturers. They, however, have little control on how devices are used. Many assumptions are made on critical events, recognition of patient safety events associated with device use and ability of the organisation to implement positive changes.\textsuperscript{17, 18} The lack of adequate communication between healthcare and MedTech (Medical Technology industry) and lack of device-related data is recognised to have a negative effect on learning, device improvement and event prevention.\textsuperscript{18}

Current challenges include under-reporting and poor quality of reported data through Datix.\textsuperscript{19} This is affected by local organisational factors such as education and training of staff on both device use and reporting of events, recognition of patient safety events associated with device use and ability of the organisation to implement positive changes.\textsuperscript{19} To address these challenges, we should take a system’s approach. This study will (1) explore end user experiences on the root problems with the existing reporting system and (2) their views on improvement methods addressing lack of data with the final aim of improving patient safety. This study has taken a bottom-up approach to the problem identifying deficiencies in the current incident reporting system leading to lack of data on MD safety reporting. The term system throughout this paper refers to the incident reporting system unless otherwise specified.

METHODS

The study concentrates on the reporting methods and system(s) used in operating theatres. A high proportion of surgical devices are intermediate and high risk devices\textsuperscript{20} and used in a complex environment.

This is a qualitative study. It used semistructured interviews and surveys for data collection. First, a thorough literature review was carried out using Medline, Embase and PubMed. NHS Improvement publications were reviewed as was published literature on existing implant registries. The interview protocol was developed based on findings from the literature review and pilot study. The protocol was reviewed by members of the National institute for Health Research London IVD (In-Vitro diagnostics group) at Imperial College London prior to the interviews.

Patient and public involvement

The patient and public involvement group working with the London IVD group at Imperial College London was involved in the initial design of the study. The end users in this case were clinicians and manufacturers of MDs. No direct patient involvement took part in this study.

Stakeholder studies

Key stakeholder identification and recruitment was completed using a mixed methods approach utilising convenience and snowball sampling. To avoid sample bias, all surgeons (registrar and consultant level) and operating theatre nurses were included. Recruitment was carried out via email, social media (Linkedin, Twitter), Association of British Healthcare Industry newsletter and surgical trainee groups (x2). The same methods were used for recruitment of device manufacturers. One hundred email invites were sent to clinicians and 161 invites (email and LinkedIn) to manufacturers. Following stakeholder analysis,\textsuperscript{21} semistructured interviews were carried out followed by surveys. The clinicians that responded and took part in the study were from seven different trusts in UK.

Participants were encouraged to consider all MDs used in operating theatres in general but were free to discuss any particular type of device if this helped them to explain their experiences or give examples.

Participants were sent the study information sheet, study requirements and consent form prior to the interview. All participants were consented prior to the interviews. The consent form was incorporated at the start of the survey.

Data were collected on the following aspects:

Clinical staff
1. Knowledge on reporting methods.
2. Understanding reasons for reporting/non-reporting.
3. Reporting system effectiveness.
4. Barriers to reporting.
5. Improvement methods.

Manufacturers
► Methods and quality of reports received from healthcare.
► Methods and challenges in post market analysis.
► Methods of receiving/giving feedback.

Literature\textsuperscript{22–24} on thematic analysis of qualitative data was researched to ensure a rigorous process. Interviews were transcribed verbatim by the first author, to increase familiarity with the data. Data were reviewed by a second reviewer to reduce bias in data analysis. Codes
were created to create meaningful grouping and identify similarities and differences in the data. Thematic analysis was carried out. Six main themes were set for each stakeholder interview based on the aims and objectives of the study. Emerging themes were explored from the interview manuscripts and studied further in the surveys. In vivo coding was incorporated. The same methods were utilised for analysis of the survey data. The five qualities for good interpretation as presented by Yin et al. were used at the data interpretation stage. Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research (25) was used to structure and report the results of this study.

**RESULTS**
Semistructured interviews were completed with 15 clinicians and 13 manufacturers. Surveys were completed by 38 clinicians and 5 manufacturers (Table 1). Interviews lasted between 35 and 60 min each. The interviewed clinicians worked in seven different trusts in UK. Manufacturers represented a combination of medium and large international corporations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Number of stakeholders invited and taking part in the study (<em>invites sent via email and LinkedIn</em>)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinicians</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No of invites sent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study also advertised in LinkedIn, Twitter, ABHI, NIHR London IVD website, East of England trainee group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABHI, Association of British Healthcare Industry; IVD, in vitro diagnostics; NIHR, National institute for Health Research.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commonly reported challenges

**Knowledge gaps**
Personal choice and experience in using similar devices were the most common reasons for device use (46.8%). Clinical evidence was the reason for use in only 28.7% of participants.

There was a general confusion on the best methods to report. Most participants were aware of the Datix (for incident reporting) and direct contact with manufacturers which often occurred in parallel. None of the interviewed clinicians and only 24% of those completing the survey were aware of the Yellow Card as a method of reporting directly to MHRA. The Yellow Card is the MHRA’s official method of receiving reports of any events related to MDs, drugs and vaccines. Some clinicians also believe that discussing equipment concerns while completing the WHO checklist at the start of a procedure is a method of reporting which is not the case. None of participants were aware of the national levels of reporting/under-reporting for MDs.

There is generally bias in the decision-making process with regard to which devices to report and where by all stakeholders. In the absence of evidence, the decisions are made on a personal basis.

**Likelihood of reporting**
The likelihood of submitting a formal report was only 27%. 43% stated they are not likely to submit a report (30% passive responses). This was due to lack of effectiveness of all (formal and informal) reporting methods (82% of participants), no quality improvements noted following reporting (63.6%) and Datix regarded as poor to extremely poor (91% of participants). Despite this, Datix was considered appropriate by 48% of participants as the only official method of reporting. The remaining participants considered it appropriate only if a patient related incident had occurred (39.4%), never appropriate (3%) and 9% were unsure.

Consultant surgeons stated that the final responsibility rests with them. However, reporting is often delegated to nursing staff or theatre manager. The reason for this was usually lack of time. Nurses acknowledge the doctor’s time limitations, however they would like help with the process. At times devices are not reported due to them also being busy or forgetting to carry out the task. Some of the events are further delegated to a third party (often theatre manager). Hence, the information reaching the manufacturer becomes minimal as shown by the manufacturer interviews. This process fails when the theatre manager is away with the device either not reported or poorly reported with delay.

Report to the theatre manager who will report to her manager
The consultant takes the fall at the end of the day but responsibility is often delegated to a senior nurse or sister in theatres.

**Repeated problems**
The most common complaint from staff was that reported equipment would return to use with no improvement. (quote below) The reasons for this were unknown with associated patient risks. In a few cases, this was thought to be due to lack of training of junior nursing staff sending the equipment for cleaning rather than repair.

Despite escalation, it came back in the kit. This was a new device that was placed in the trays. The consultant was not happy as it was different from the one he would normally use. The device would not apply the clips properly and despite multiple reporting it still appeared in the trays.

**Device use out of ‘life cycle’**
At times, equipment is used beyond its ‘end-of-life cycle’ due to inability to replace them. Devices are used outside their use range leading to wearing out and suboptimal performance. This relates to the lack of maintenance contracts. It results in inability to maintain or repair equipment with increase in purchasing costs. Lack of alternative equipment leads to reuse of the same devices.
Patient safety aspects

Acceptable level of device error

The concept of ‘acceptable level of error’ is well known to high-risk industries. In healthcare, however, this level of error is not standardised. This (among other reasons) has led to development of workarounds. Hence, the use of these devices is at times considered expensive (due to need for multiple devices used for the same procedure) rather than unsafe.

To reduce the device related risk, clinicians ask for standardised training on device use for the surgical team. The level of training received is generally poor and inconsistent. Majority of training is manufacturer lead (60.6%) for specific devices with only 12% always receiving training and only 9% being trust lead. Clinicians are often faced with unfamiliar devices during a procedure creating new challenges.

Device malfunction as a patient safety concern

Clinicians stated the need to discuss major device events in clinical governance. The aim of this was to improve learning, staff education and patient safety. This was resonated in the questionnaire by 91% of participants.

Despite the low likelihood of reporting, 88% of clinicians stated that MD events should be considered as incidents or near misses due to potential for harm. However, it is accepted that this does not always happen. Often only serious events are reported.

If no patient harm observed may not be treated as urgent

Theoretically yes, they are incidents/near misses, practically depends on the problem

I think all potential equipment failure or inadequate equipment performance can lead to patient harm for example an energy device not working and intraoperatively you have a bleed or a scope failing in the middle of a difficult procedure so every equipment failure can lead to patient harm

For a small group of clinicians, device events were considered simply as a malfunctioning technology with no relation to patient outcome (unless a patient incident was observed).

System-related aspects

Lack of process transparency

Datix is considered non-efficient with lack of transparency on the information submitted, documentation kept and lack of feedback. Little or no improvement is often seen following submission of a report. At times there is lack of understanding on the importance of reporting and retaining a log.

Lack of feedback

Lack of feedback removes the opportunity for learning from the event. Seventy-three per cent of the participants had never received feedback on submitted reports despite it being very important (48%). When feedback was received, it was not useful to improve practice. For one of the participants, reports had previously been being dismissed by management leading to frustration and lack of belief in possibility for improvement.

Barriers to reporting

The reported barriers to reporting were grouped into six subgroups: (1) workload, (2) knowledge and training, (3) understanding the function/importance of event reporting, (4) reporting system factors, (5) organisational factors and (6) other.

While clinicians initially stated that nothing apart from lack of time would stop them from reporting, on further discussion several other factors became evident. Box 1 shows a breakdown of all the barriers reported in this study.

Manufacturer challenges

Device manufacturers report that the quality of information they receive is variable and most often poor. Very often the malfunctioning device is not returned to them for assessment. When the device is returned, it often only has a note saying ‘faulty’. This is not helpful in assessing the event and make useful changes to device design or provide required training. Essential information about
the device (its identification) and circumstances of use are often missing as are the details of the person submitting the report. This does not allow tracing and further information gathering.

When an event is reported (to the manufacturer) through MHRA, this occurs through a number of formal steps. By the time it reaches the manufacturer, tracking of the original report is unfeasible. In these cases, the manufacturer is unable provide feedback until the investigation is completed.

Manufacturers only receive a proportion of the feedback on their devices and often this is of poor quality. Hence, they find it difficult to always assess device function to the best of their abilities. A standardised process is used to analyse device malfunction or failure, however, this is dependent on the data available. This safety assessment is

Box 1 Barriers to reporting medical device events in healthcare

| Barriers to reporting | | |
|-----------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| **Workload** | ⇒ Lack of available time (inducing shift patterns). | **Knowledge and training** | ⇒ Not knowing who to contact. | ⇒ Not knowing how to report. | ⇒ Lack of training. |
| **Understanding the function and importance of event reporting** | ⇒ Information being passed to a second or third party before reporting occurs. | ⇒ Belief that the event will not occur again. | ⇒ Medical device malfunctions not considered as patient related events. | ⇒ Individual acceptable level of error. | ⇒ Direct (in person) reporting to manufacturer representative leads to absence of internal reporting. |
| **Reporting system** | ⇒ Existing methods—time-consuming. | **Organisational factors** | ⇒ Management unable to recognise importance of reporting. | ⇒ Dismissal of submitted reports. | ⇒ Poor IT system. |
| **Other** | ⇒ Worry about consequences of reporting. | **Insufficient information on reports.** | ⇒ Missing basic information on device being reported for example, batch number. | ⇒ Missing time, date, circumstances of use. | ⇒ Unknown reporting hospital trust. |
| | | | | | ⇒ Devices not returned for assessment (especially single use devices). |
| | | | | | ⇒ No knowledge on frequency of use or repair history. |
| | | | | | ⇒ Event analysis—at times incomplete as dependent on the data available. |

Box 2 Challenges faced by manufacturers on information gathering

| Challenges faced in effective assessment of medical device malfunctions | | |
|--------------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| **Clinical studies** | ⇒ Cost implications of clinical studies. | **Lack of good-quality data** | ⇒ Registry information anonymous—difficult to distinguish data from that of competitors. | ⇒ Reports do not include risk factors. | ⇒ Analysis of registry data may be biased. |
| | ⇒ Randomised controlled trials rare due to cost implications. | | ⇒ Insufficient information on reports. | ⇒ Missing basic information on device being reported for example, batch number. | ⇒ Missing time, date, circumstances of use. |
| | ⇒ Difficult process in gaining ethical approval for clinical studies. | | ⇒ Unknown reporting hospital trust. | ⇒ Devices not returned for assessment (especially single use devices). | ⇒ No knowledge on frequency of use or repair history. |
| | ⇒ No adequate resources in place for clinical data gathering. | | | | ⇒ Event analysis—at times incomplete as dependent on the data available. |

| **Feedback** | | |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| ⇒ Difficulties in receiving direct feedback from clinicians. | **Process related** | ⇒ No information on reporting person thus unable to follow up. | ⇒ Gaining both positive and negative feedback by clinical users. | **Clinical studies** |
| | ⇒ Products going through National Health System supply chain—no knowledge on end users to contact. | | | ⇒ Cost implications of clinical studies. |
| | ⇒ Inefficient system of reporting. | | | ⇒ Clinical studies rare due to cost implications. |
| | ⇒ Concern of assigning blame. | | | ⇒ Difficult process in gaining ethical approval for clinical studies. |
| | ⇒ -Contact with healthcare managers—at times more interested in cost than the product. | | | ⇒ No adequate resources in place for clinical data gathering. |

often based on published literature and internal bench studies when other sources are absent.

Their feedback from healthcare consists mostly of complaints with varying levels of clinical information. Manufacturers have a set process for providing written feedback to the person or trust making a report.

Many challenges were reported in gathering clinical data with large associated costs (both financial and personnel). Manufacturers producing devices recorded in existing implant registries, are using this data in their postmarket analysis (although recognise their limitations). The sales representatives are often the point of contact between clinicians and manufacturers. They were reported as the most effective method of communication between clinicians and manufacturers.

The importance of the information received is dependent on the type of device under investigation. For low-risk devices (class I) with low risk of patient injury, the lack of information is overcome by their high volume and trend analysis. Higher risk devices often are used in lower volumes and the same is not possible. Box 2 shows
the challenges reported by manufacturers in information gathering process. Below are some of the comments made by the manufacturers.

The problem is true of lacking clinical data in general, we also produce implants for the dental market which is a “black box”. We have no idea what is happening in that. We wished there is some ways of covering other markets. We have no idea how the implants are performing.

I think the lack of information is widespread and not many people have the time or interested in reporting. Sometimes the theatre manager would find a device on their desk with no other information then tries to tell us.

Biomedical Engineering teams don’t tend to say whether it was used on a procedure, on the patient, they just tell us—needs repairing or replacement and nothing more. Usually, the information is very short.

**Methods for improvement**

Clinicians want greater transparency on the submitted information and effective feedback on the actions taken by the manufacturer and the healthcare trust. They want to know if the problems they are facing are recurrent and faced by others. This would affect safe practice. While at present, it may not be possible to detect the cause of the error, most appreciate that malfunctions may relate to both device design and associated human factors. They stated that an effective reporting system would be an online, dedicated to MDs that takes minimal amount of time to complete. A standardised training is required for clinical staff on safe use of devices. Manufacturers would like better communication methods with healthcare and useful clinical feedback on device performance.

Need to have something to be able to see what other trusts are facing problems with and to see whether problems are linked to a particular device or just to a specific batch.

For me personally, I would be interested to know if other trusts are facing the same problems with the devices I am having problems with as it would make me decide whether it is just the devices I am using or whether this is a more wider problem. It would certainly make me more cautious about using the device if I know its causing problems elsewhere.

**DISCUSSION**

**Key findings**

This study has brought to attention the main reasons behind poor levels of device performance data threatening their safe use. In its absence, their adoption occurs on an individual basis rather than clinical evidence. Devices are not automatically subject to a clinical trial (due to their nature). They are tested for mechanical and electrical safety prior to use in patients.26 Staff training on device use is poor and highly variable. Many difficulties are faced by trusts in this respect.27 Clinicians want to be able to make an informed decision on the devices they use. Hence, there is a need for better data to guide their use. End user experience is invaluable and clinical staff should be an active part of the process. When this occurs, the organisation is likely to promote experiences that enrich knowledge and increase the skills of their staff.28

**Acceptable level of error and workarounds**

Existing problems have led to development of workarounds and changes to working practice. Workarounds arise from the need to offer solutions by overcoming a mismatch between the device function and its performance.29 This mismatch introduces system vulnerabilities with considerations on whether the right tool is being used for a particular procedure.29 To maintain a safe environment for patient care, building of resilience is a protective factor towards these system vulnerabilities. Resilience is the maintenance of positive adjustments, maintaining functions and bouncing back in challenging conditions.30–32 This is often achieved through reliance on the whole surgical team.

Senior management is often not aware of the developed workarounds while staff when aware of device limitations, do not question an inefficient interaction and unremarkable errors which are not considered serious enough to report.33 Workarounds often become normalised despite the introduction of system vulnerabilities.34 Work is being done35 to apply principles of resilience engineering such as safety-II approach to healthcare with the aim of ensuring successful outcomes by recognition and learning of good practice and functional adaptations to variations in work conditions.36

The acceptable level of risk for a device is assigned by the manufacturer. This does not take under consideration the ‘actual’ environment and context of use including patient and use variability and multiple devices which may lack compatibility.18 Local risk management processes are not known to the manufacturer.18 Hence, these risk levels should be carefully considered by healthcare trusts based on local circumstances. For these risk levels to be identified, good communication channels are required between manufacturers and end users.18

Good reporting is essential in allowing the organisation to learn about its vulnerabilities. When this data are used as a learning tool, it can improve processes and minimise or prevent future problems. A good reporting system should adequately inform manufacturers on the performance of their devices.37 The ideal method of capturing safety events is thought to be a web-based electronic reporting system that is simple to complete and incentivises voluntary reporting.38 39

**Requirements for improvement of reporting system and data quality**

Effective utilisation of end user experiences is an effective method of initiating change. The adoption of evidence
Box 3 Main requirements for improvement

1. Adoption of evidence-based practice in device use.
2. Improve system transparency and feedback.
3. Develop systems that promote learning and knowledge sharing.
4. Utilisation of end user experience and knowledge for quality improvement.
5. Identifying both successes and failures to improve quality.
7. Gain knowledge on workarounds and adaptations utilised.
8. Concentrate on incident prevention.
9. Improve data sources for clinicians to allow evidence-based practice.
10. Standardised training programme for clinical teams.

based practice is essential to create a patient safety environment.40

Currently, our patient safety efforts focus on identifying incidents and errors. This is a reactive approach with limited benefits.36 A broader approach addressing the balance between failures and success is useful in improving quality in healthcare.36 Data evaluating performance rather than positive changes and be utilised to learn about useful workarounds and adaptations at the ‘sharp end’ (see box 3 for a summary of main requirements).

The rate of reported incidents is known to be very low41 42 with data containing numerous biases.43 They are at times used to measure safety performance, a function it was never intended to fulfil.44 The focus on the incident data has led to many problems with incident reporting. More focus should be given to develop systems that allow learning and sharing of knowledge that can achieve greater prevention of patient incidents.45

CONCLUSIONS

This study has taken a bottom-up approach to identify factors that lead to poor reporting of MD malfunctions and failures. The issues are numerous and complex contributing to the difficulties faced by clinical staff. This has an impact on the level of intelligent information transfer to clinicians and manufacturers and raises patient safety concerns. The focus on incidents has created many limitations in learning and development and performance data for evidence-based decisions. Having an appropriate performance reporting system that allows interaction with end users and management for data interrogation, can lead to informed decision making and assist in preventing patient related incidents.

Significant changes and thinking outside the box are required to overcome the discussed problems. The rich end user experience should be used appropriately with their involvement at all stages.

STUDY LIMITATIONS

This is a medium size study. Being qualitative in nature, it brought large amount of data for analysis. Surgical devices have a large impact on the care of surgical patient and the outcomes of surgery with findings thought to be transferable to other high-risk areas of healthcare. Further work should be carried out involving different groups of clinicians and devices. A small number of manufacturers completed the survey while saturation was reached during the semi-structured interviews. Further feedback from manufacturers is an area that could be developed further in future research.
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